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Fabric Requirements
Light to Mid-weight woven fabrics with no stretch; such as linen, cotton 

(poplin, lawn, gauze, chambray), silk noil, rayon or viscose, Tencel, mid-weight 
twill or light denim or canvas, etc.

3-7oz/square yard | 102-238 GSM

Think about how varying fabric types and weights will affect the look of the smock. Fabrics with a good deal 
of drape will create a more relaxed, fluid garment; while heavier, stiffer fabric will create a garment with more 

structure and will wear better over time. Twill weave fabric will provide both drape and durability. 
If you choose a heavier weight fabric, you may consider using a pre-made bias binding for ease of sewing and 

to reduce bulk at the neckline and hem. 

B-Cup Range (width/length)

For exact fabric requirements see Pattern Layout Booklet. 
The fabric requirement has been rounded up to the nearest ¼ yard or meter to accommodate straightening 

the raw edges and potential shrinkage. The fabric width has been rounded up to standard bolt widths. If you 
adjust the length of the garment, the fabric requirement may change. 

Note: If using fabric with a definitive weave or pattern see pg. 13 for more information. 

goldfinch textile studio – Eddie Smock

D-Cup Range (width/length)

View 1 View 2 View 3

A-D
52”(132cm)

2.75yds (2.5m)
52”(132cm)
2yds (2m)

44”(112cm)
1.5yds (1.5m)

E-F
60”(152cm)

2.75yds (2.5m)
60”(152cm)

2.25yds (2m)
52”(132cm)

1.5yds (1.5m)

G
54”(137cm)

3yds (2.75m)
52”(132cm)
2.25yds(2m)

52”(132cm)
1.75yds (1.5m)

H
60”(152cm)

3yds (2.75m)
60”(152cm)
2.25yds(2m)

54”(137cm)
1.75yds (1.5m)

I
60”(152cm)

3yds (2.75m)
60”(152cm)
2.25yds(2m)

60”(152cm)
1.75yds (1.5m)

J
54”(137cm)

3yds (3.25m)
54”(137cm)

2.25yds (2m)
60”(152cm)

1.75yds (1.5m)

View 1 View 2 View 3

A-D
54”(137cm)

2.75yds (2.5m)
54”(137cm)

2.25yds (2m)
44”(112cm)

1.5yds (1.5m)

E-F
60”(152cm)

2.75yds (2.75m)
60”(152cm)

2.25yds (2m)
44”(112cm)

1.75yds (1.5m)

G
60”(152cm)

3yds (2.75m)
54”(137cm)

2.25yds (2m)
54”(137cm)

1.75yds (1.5m)

H-I
60”(152cm)

3yds (2.75m)
60”(152cm)

2.25yds (2.25m)
60”(152cm)

1.75yds (1.5m)

J
54”(137cm)

3yds (2.75m)
54”(137cm)

2.25yds (2.25m)
60”(152cm)

1.75yds(1.75m)

When selecting the fabric for the your Eddie Smock, consider the purpose of the finished garment and your 
sewing skill level. Are you planning on wearing the smock as a fashionable, everyday garment or in more of 
an utilitarian fashion (pottery class, painting, cooking, gardening, etc)? Have you sewn a zero/minimal waste 

garment before? The answers to these questions will help you decide the type of fabric to use.

Fashion wear vs. Utility wear
● Cotton (single weave poplin or lawn)
● Light-weight linen
● Tencel
● Silk noil

● Heavier weight linen or linen twill
● Light-weight denim or canvas
● Cotton twill
● Pinwale or standard corduroy 


